
 

 
WBBA Baseball Drills/Activities 

 
 Created in the spring months of the 2020 baseball season in response to the 

coronavirus pandemic, this document is meant to be a resource for youth baseball 

players everywhere. The purpose of this document is to give youth baseball players a 

resource that contains many baseball-related drills and activities that they can perform 

by themselves during the offseason and early spring months. These drills and activities 

use a wide variety of training aides in a limited amount of space for maximum efficiency. 

Ideally, players can perform some (or all) of these drills/activities to keep their bodies 

fresh for the imminent start of the season. Simultaneously, by sticking to these 

drills/activities, players will increase their chances of improving their team’s potential 

during the season. This will in turn give their team a possible advantage over other 

teams that have not been maximizing their time during the offseason. Each player can 

do as little or as much as he/she pleases, however the more time and effort they commit 

to these drills/activities the higher chance they have of becoming better baseball players 

over time. 
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Hitting 
 

 Because swinging a bat has the potential to be somewhat dangerous, it is 

advised that all players check their surroundings before choosing to swing a bat. It is 

highly recommended that a player wear a batting helmet, and absolutely recommended 

that a player wear a batting helmet when baseballs are involved. Having access to a 

batting tee, wiffle balls, tennis balls, baseballs and a sock net are ideal for being able to 

perform several hitting drills at a high level. However, there are some drills that players 

can do which require only a bat and a mirror. Below are a few hitting drills which 

baseball players of all ages can perform on their own in an indoor/closed setting.  

 

Caution - whenever swinging a bat indoors (such as a bedroom, basement or garage), 

players should check their surroundings and make sure that their swing will not risk 

damaging anything around them. If available, one can choose to swing a plastic 

wiffleball bat or a lighter, smaller bat as a replacement to an actual metal or wood bat. 
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Hitting Drills/Activities 
 

1. Dry Swings 
 Any swings are better than no swings. The focus of this activity is simply to swing 

a bat at full speed. The quantity of repetitions and duration of this activity is widely up to 

the player.  

- Ideally this can be done outside when the weather permits. Open yards are the 

best location for swinging a bat. 

- If being performed indoors, this activity should happen in a large 

basement or the garage to ensure ample space for swinging a bat. 

- If possible, swinging in front of a mirror would be very beneficial so the player can 

see his/her swing in motion and can focus on specific mechanics of the swing. 

 

 A few things to keep in mind with this activity regarding mechanics: 

- Aligning hands for a proper grip on the bat (“Knocking Knuckles”) 

- Weight distribution between the front and back legs 

- Maintaining upper body balance  

- Shifting weight from back leg to front leg upon swing 

- Executing a proper load before the swing 

- Keeping hands inside on the swing 

- Palms up/down at contact point with a flat barrel and not rolling the wrists 

- Proper finish to the swing 
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2. Tee Work 
Utilizing a tee is critical in developing a good hitter. The necessary supplies are a 

batting tee and some sort of net (whether it be a large sock net, “L” screen, or even a 

lacrosse or hockey net). Simply hitting baseballs and/or tennis balls off a tee into a net 

will work for this drill. If a net is unavailable the player can easily hit wiffle balls off the tee 

in a yard or open outdoor space and still be fine. Please note that when working with a 

tee (or any sort of hitting drill for that matter) a healthy amount of repetitions per 

set/round ranges between 6 and 12. Any less than this and the player is not maximizing 

his/her practice time, and any more than this results in fatigue and less than optimal 

performance. Below are some advanced drills that can be performed with the tee: 

 

 

A.  Inside/Outside Tee 

 Simply moving the tee around the strike zone is a good drill in itself. The player 

can move the tee to the inside corner of the plate and up in the zone (slightly out in front 

of the plate) and take swings with the intent to pull the baseball. The player can also 

move the tee to the outside corner of the plate and back in the zone and take swings 

with the intent to push the baseball to the opposite field. The diagram below shows how 

the tee can be set up for a right-handed batter. For a left-handed batter, the inside and 

outside tee locations will simply be flipped from the image shown below. 
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B. Low/High Tee 

 The only variable being changed in this drill is the height of the tee. Simply lower 

the height of the tee to its lowest setting to work on hitting low strikes and raise the tee to 

its highest setting to work on hitting high strikes. 

 

 

 

C. Leg Kick Drill 

Popularized by MLB stars Alex Rodriguez, Josh Donaldson and Bryce Harper, 

this drill emphasizes the importance of incorporating a leg kick into your swing. The 

player will balance their front leg up in an exaggerated leg kick position for a several 

second hold before transferring all their weight from their back leg to their front leg 

during the swing. The player should still maintain a flat barrel through the zone and try to 

hit a line drive back up the middle. The position the player should exhibit before the 

swing should look like this: 
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D. Top Hand/Bottom Hand Drills 

For this drill, the player will remove one hand (of their choice) from the bat and 

swing with the other hand gripping the bat. If the player removes their top hand, he/she 

is swinging with their bottom hand and working on staying inside the ball and keeping 

the hands inside. If the player removes their bottom hand, he/she is swinging with their 

top hand and working on staying on top of the ball and controlling the barrel to the point 

of contact and through the zone. These drills are executed best by taking slightly less 

than max-effort swings to hit a tennis ball off the tee. If a lighter or shorter bat is available 

for use the player can and should use that bat for this drill. Both drills are shown below: 
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Pitching 
 

Whether pitching has recently been introduced to you or you have been regularly 

pitching for several years, one thing is for sure; the off-season/pre-season months are 

NOT the time to be overthrowing. Pitching too much without enough recovery time in 

between throwing sessions can compound and result in arm soreness for the entire 

season. Because of this, none of these drills explained below will even include throwing 

a baseball. These drills are meant to strengthen the body and establish balance and 

proper mechanics within the pitcher. These are not results-based drills but rather drills 

that will prepare the pitcher to start the season at a higher level.  
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Pitching Drills/Activities 
 

1. Balance Point 
 The balance point is the highest point the pitcher’s front leg gets to during the 

windup or stretch motion. The balance point is significant because that is the source for 

a majority of the pitcher’s power and explosiveness down the slope of the mound when 

delivering each pitch. Because of this, having a strong balance point is critical in having 

success on the mound. For this drill, the pitcher will simply hold his/her balance point for 

an extended period of time as part of his/her windup or stretch motion. There are two 

ways to execute this drill: 

1. Complete 5 second balance point holds for 8-12 repetitions in each set. 

2. Hold the balance point for as long as you can until your leg gets a decent burning 

or stretching feeling. 

   

The pitcher should get to a consistent balance point every repetition. This 

balance point should be created with the front leg creating approximately a 90 degree 

angle. The pitcher can enhance this drill by finishing his/her pitching motion and landing 

their front leg in the same spot every repetition. The pitcher should feel their momentum 

transition down with their front leg as it plants into the ground. This entire drill can be 

performed indoors or outdoors. 

 

 
An example of a good balance point 
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2. Towel Drill 
The towel drill is an excellent drill for young pitchers because its purpose to 

establish a consistent release point and arm slot are both very pivotal in developing 

successful pitchers. The only things you will need for performing this drill are a regular 

dish towel and either a chair, a bucket, or some object approximately 2-3 feet off the 

ground. This drill can be performed indoors or outdoors. 

The pitcher will wrap the dish towel once around the index and middle fingers on 

his/her throwing hand (grip the towel as if it was a baseball). Next, the pitcher should 

either place the chair (or other pre-determined object) approximately 5-6 feet in front of 

them on the ground. A good way to test if the chair/object is far enough out in front of the 

pitcher is to go through the windup or stretch pitching motion and see if the chair/object 

is still a good 2-3 feet in front of the pitcher’s landing spot.  

Now that the drill is all set up, the pitcher will go through his/her regular windup 

and/or stretch motion and essentially “throw” the towel like it is a baseball except without 

letting go of the towel (and keeping the wrapped end gripped). The idea behind this drill 

is to whip or snap the chair/object with the loose towel end in the same location every 

time. This drives home the importance of executing the same release point and arm slot 

every time the pitcher throws a pitch. This drill can be performed with or without any 

structure on repetitions or sets. If the pitcher’s arm starts to feel fatigued or tired, he/she 

should stop immediately. Shown below is an image for how to perform the towel drill: 
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Fielding 
 

 Fielding (which includes the infield, outfield and catching) is the most important 

aspect of the game of baseball that needs to be practiced the most as a team. This 

obviously cannot be accomplished before the team is assembled nor before the weather 

permits there to be regular outside practices. However, that doesn’t mean that players 

should forget about playing solid defense while stuck inside for months on end in the 

offseason. Players can still do quite a bit to work on their fielding skills on their own. 

Practicing fielding indoors typically requires one to substitute a hard baseball with a 

softer squishy ball or better yet, a tennis ball. This is to ensure that nothing indoors can 

be broken easily as well as freeing up the opportunity to throw the tennis ball off a 

garage wall. Using a tennis ball also allows the player to remove his/her baseball glove 

and catch/field the tennis ball with their bare hands. This is a huge asset to any baseball 

player defensively because repeatedly catching/fielding a tennis ball with bare hands 

will soften and quicken the hands of the player - making it easier to field real baseballs 

when the season arrives. 
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1. Tennis Ball off Garage Wall 
This drill is by far the best drill any player can do to improve his/her hands from a 

defensive standpoint. This drill is also great because it has many stages to it and the 

player can choose to keep it as basic or advanced as they want. The drill starts by 

finding a tennis ball (or something significantly softer than a baseball or even a lacrosse 

ball). A garage wall will be best for this drill simply to keep the activity out of the 

household. However, if there is a wall in the household which is stronger and more 

durable than drywall or plaster then that will work too. This drill does not take up much 

space at all - maybe 15-20 square feet. 

The drill begins with the player getting on his/her knees and facing the open wall. 

The player can choose to throw a dish towel underneath their knees if the floor is too 

hard. The player will simply throw the tennis ball at no more than a medium speed off the 

wall at about belt height on the wall. The player will simply work on catching the ball off 

the wall (after it has hit the ground once or twice in front of them - mimicking a ground 

ball) by using the technique of having their throwing hand on top and their glove hand 

below. The player will immediately bring his/her hands up to their belt/stomach with the 

tennis ball secured as if they were fielding a ground ball and transitioning to make a 

throw. The player can also choose to stand up if there is room permitting. He/she will 

then underhand or sidearm flip the ball against the wall and focus on the same thing - 

catching the ball with proper ground ball form and bringing the ball up to the 

belt/stomach area. The drill is shown below: 
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2. Tennis Ball off Garage Wall - ADVANCED 
The advanced version of this drill involves varying the hops you (as a player) give 

yourself when throwing the tennis ball off the wall. This is done by mixing up the location 

you throw the ball off the wall. Throwing the ball lower off the wall will produce a higher 

hop or a “long hop.” Throwing the ball slightly higher off the wall (but not to the point that 

the ball doesn’t bounce) will give a one hop or a “short hop.” The player should work on 

reading the type of hop as soon as the ball hits the ground the first time and then 

adjusting his/her hands accordingly to field the ball successfully. 

The player can also throw the tennis ball slightly off to the sides of their body so 

they are forced to field the ball as a forehanded play or a backhanded play. On a 

forehanded play, the player should “press through” the ball by only catching the ball with 

their glove hand. On a backhanded play, the player should catch the ball with only their 

glove hand still, but receive the ball gently and allow their hand to move backwards to 

catch it softly. The drill is shown in the images below: 
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Finally, the player should work on moving their feet accordingly to these balls. 

The player can either field all of these balls on their knees (like before), or they can 

perform this drill standing up if the space permits. After the ball has been secured in the 

player’s hand(s), he/she should make sure to bring the ball up to the belt/stomach region 

and eventually separate the hands at shoulder level as if to pretend to make a throw to a 

base. This will all be done while the player takes one or two shuffles to their left if they 

are standing up. The player can elect to use a glove here if he/she wishes. Both the 

footwork and throwing position are shown below: 
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3. Throwing Drills 
Again for this drill, you will only need a tennis ball. Ideally using a garage wall or 

an outdoor fence taller than 4 feet, the player will use tape to make a small square no 

more than a couple feet long and wide at about chest/head height on the wall/fence. The 

player can make the taped square smaller if he/she chooses to make the drill more 

difficult. The drill is simply target practice throwing; the player will start in a squatted 

stance like he/she would field a ground ball in with their left shoulder facing the 

wall/fence. The player will come up, turn their body to face the square target, and throw 

the ball in an attempt to make it inside the square. The player can turn and make the 

throw anywhere from 15-30 feet away from the wall/fence. If the drill is being performed 

outside and there is a chain link fence (or a fence stronger than a simple wooden fence), 

the player can possibly choose to use a baseball for this drill. The player should again 

make throws around 50% maximum effort as the point of this drill is to focus on the 

accuracy of the throws. The player can also work on underhand or sidearm double play 

feeds to the square target if they feel the need to practice that. The drill is shown below. 

Please notice the small black taped box on the green wall in the picture. 
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1. Catching Drills 
For the catchers at home, there are a few good drills that you can work on which 

are very similar to those of infielders (tennis ball off a garage wall). The same things 

should be kept in mind when using a tennis ball/softer ball (something softer and less 

dense than a baseball) indoors - finding enough space is crucial, and making sure when 

you throw the ball against a hard wall or garage wall that it isn’t causing any damage to 

the wall itself.  

A. Receiving 

The first drill for catchers calls for them to simply get in a catcher's squatting 

stance about 5-10 feet away from a garage wall (or something equivalent to). All they will 

do is underhand feed the tennis ball to the wall in front of them so the ball will come right 

back to them in the air. Just because the tennis ball is being fed underhand to oneself 

doesn’t mean the catcher can give good firm feeds to him/herself. The catcher will 

simply be working on catching the tennis ball with his/her glove hand, however the 

catcher will not be wearing a glove and instead be catching the tennis ball in his/her bare 

hand. The purpose of this drill is to work on the receiving aspect of catching. The catcher 

should be focusing on catching the tennis ball with a “soft hand” and receiving the ball 

like it is a pitch. The catcher should work on “framing” strikes and turning in his/her hand 

when he/she catches the tennis ball. An image is shown below: 
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B. Blocking 

Another great drill catchers can do at home which involves the same materials as 

above (tennis ball, hard surfaced wall) is a blocking drill. This drill involves the catcher 

positioning him/herself approximately 5-10 feet away from the hard wall/garage wall and 

on their knees. They will throw the tennis ball at around a 50% effort toss to the wall at 

about a knee high height on the wall. The tennis ball should bounce on the ground a foot 

or two in front of them, forcing the catcher to position their chest over the ball and block 

the ball. The catcher should place their glove hand in the “5-hole” to prevent the ball 

from going in between their legs on the blocking attempt. The catcher may want to wear 

their catcher's equipment for this drill and a protective cup if they are putting some 

velocity on the throws off the wall. The catcher can elect to lay down a home plate or 

some sort of flat surface of the similar shape and size (a paperback book will suffice) 

and try to block the ball in a way that the tennis ball lands on the home plate/object 

representing home plate. An image is shown below: 
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C. Add-on to Blocking 

 After the catcher can perform the blocking drill described above, he/she can add 

one final element to this drill which works on blocking and recovering. After the catcher 

blocks the tennis ball, he/she will scoop up the ball with both hands while simultaneously 

driving up off the ground through the balls of their feet. They will then get into a throwing 

stance and shift their left foot in front of their right foot for right handed throwers 

(opposite for left handed throwers - right foot in front of left foot). Catchers can do this 

drill over and over again to work on their quickness to recover a blocked ball in the dirt 

and pop up to throw out a runner. Images are shown below: 
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1. Baserunning 
 If the player is playing at a level where leading off bases has been integrated into 

the game of baseball (12U and up), taking proper leads in the house (or outside) is a 

skill that is very easy to work on by yourself.  

  For players who play on a 75 ft diamond: 

Lead length off first base: between 10-11 ft 

Lead length off second base: approx. 14 ft 

  For players who play on a 90 ft diamond: 

Lead length off first base: between 12-13 ft 

Lead length off second base: approx. 16 ft 

 

  The steps to completing a proper lead off first base follow this pattern: 

● Starting with your left foot on the back corner of first base and your right foot 

slightly off the base entirely 

● Stepping off first base with your right foot 

● Taking a step with your left foot like you would normally walk (left foot in front of 

the right foot) 

● Take a step with your right foot, however turn your body to face the pitcher and 

place your right root in so it is facing home plate 

● Take a half step with your left foot so the insides of your feet are touching each 

other and both feet are facing home plate 

● Take a shuffle step with your right foot 

● Take a shuffle step with your left foot 

● Take a half shuffle step with your right foot 

 

These steps are the same for taking a lead off second base, however just add 1-

2 more shuffle steps to get a slightly bigger lead off second base. 

 

Shown below are images to represent the proper steps to completing a lead off 

first base(and generally speaking for second base too): 
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  Step 1.        Step 2.  

 
  Step 3.        Step 4.  
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    Step 5.  

Conclusion 
 
 These drills and activities are meant to be performed in a closed setting (indoors 

or outdoors if possible) and do not need the assistance of others. If a player completes 

some or all of these drills/activities prior to the start of their season, he/she will be better 

equipped and their bodies will be in better shape for the duration of the season. These 

drills/activities can be completed during offseason months to keep the player fresh for 

pre-season workouts or tryouts. 

 On top of these drills, the player can certainly find other drills and activities to 

keep them loose and fresh during the offseason. For one, searching baseball 

drills/activities to do indoors during the winter months on Google or YouTube is a great 

starting point. There are countless baseball related websites and channels that post 

regular content for youth and high school baseball players - you just have to look.  

 Finally, beginning and maintaining a consistent year round stretching routine can 

benefit the player immensely. Stretching will help with overall flexibility and mobility of 

the player’s body. The player can also take up exercise (such as running or workout 

out), however do keep in mind that these exercises do have the potential for injury if the 

player is not being careful. As a general rule of thumb for the player - please ask for 

permission from parents/guardians before performing these drills or other activities 

found outside this document. Ask if drills/activities are safe to perform inside the 
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household and if the parent/guardian would like anything altered or changed in the 

performing of the drills/activities to create a safer environment or to prevent any damage 

to the household from happening.  

 

Please enjoy and good luck in your season! 


